
 
                                                               
 
 
 
 

WORKSHEET 2 
Unit 0  Read for explicit and implicit information 
 
Grade: 1st grade of Secondary School                                        Date:  March 24th, 2020 
 
Student’s name:…………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

 
I. Vocabulary. Match the words with the corresponding definition.  

 
 

1. foresee _____ one who has the care and superintendence of a museum, zoo, or other place 
of exhibit: curador, –ra 

2. intuition _____  to see (as a development) beforehand: vislumbrar 

3. obsolete _____ distance, amount, piece, etc., of this length or of some small extent: 

4. widescreen _____ a class or group of animals, people, objects, etc., that are classified on the basis of 
traits, appearance, or characteristics that they have in common; category; variety; sort. 

5. Odyssey _____ direct perception of, or the power of understanding, a fact, the truth, a conclusion, 

etc., without any reasoning process or analysis: 

6. Tablet _____ of, noting, or pertaining to motion pictures projected on a screen having greater width 

than height, usually in a ratio of 1 to 2.5. 

7. curator _____ no longer in general use; fallen into disuse: 

8. kind _____ An epic poem believed to have been written by Homer, describing the adventures of 

Odysseus, an ancient king of Greece, in his ten-year attempt to return home after the 

Trojan War. 

9. span _____ a  unit of distance on land in English-speaking countries equal to 5280 feet, or 1760 
yards (1.609 kilometers) 

10. miles _____ a number of sheets of writing paper, business forms, etc., fastened together at the 

edge; pad 

 
 

II. Say TRUE or FALSE about the text. 

1. TRUE   /   FALSE    Many predictions made in the past came true. 

2. TRUE   /   FALSE    In the past, there were people who made predictions based on their own observations and 

intuitions. 

3. TRUE   /   FALSE    Roger Ebert is a movie critic. 

4. TRUE   /   FALSE    2001 :a Space Odyssey is a novel and a movie. 

5. TRUE   /   FALSE    On the movie two astronauts read the news on a tablet. 

6. TRUE   /   FALSE    Stanley Kubrick named the device the “Newspad” 

7. TRUE   /   FALSE    The article “What May Happen in the Next Hundred Years was written by John Elfreth        

WatkinsJr. 

8. TRUE   /   FALSE     Mr. Watkins predicted the existence of the Internet- over one thousand years ago.  

 

III. Read the article and match the people to their predictions. 

1. Roger Ebert                                              ______ electronic tablets 

2. Arthur C. Clarke                                        ______ the Internet 

3. John Efreth Watkins Jr.                             ______ widescreen televisions 

 

 

 

 



 

IV. Answer the following questions. 

1. When was predicted the Internet? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. When were predicted the widescreen television? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. When were predicted the electronic tablets? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. How did people make predictions in the past? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What did Roger Ebert say about videocassette tapes? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What did Clarke name “Newspad”? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What was John Elfreth Watkins Jr.? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


